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Student challenges clauses
in residency requirements
A University student has died a civil
suit in Wood County Common Pleas
Court against the University and the
Ohio Board of Regents challenging
parts of the board's out-of-state
student residency requirements.
Norman J Geer. attorney, has filed
the complaint for John Pearl, senior
I B.A.I. 06 Gypsy Lane Trailer Court
Geer said no date has been set for the
pre-trial, but Pearl said it should come
up before the end of November

Hsaaaam ■?•—» t.mmm
City firemen belli, a blaie thai destroyed the lockwood
Industries Inc. plant on Conneool Ave. Saturday The liro
itartod wh.n a hot metal chip flow into a live-gallon
container of paint thinner.

PEARL IS contending he is an instate student by all other standards
considered by the state
Pearl entered Bowling Green during
the second semester of 1968 as an outof-state student from Buffalo. N Y. I'e
finished that semester, and also
attended the full 1969 academic year
He was then drafted into the armed
forces in July, 1969
Pearl said he was discharged from
the armed services in February 1971,
and was married in early September
He then moved to Gypsv Lane Trailer

Peace talks taking time
WASHINGTON lAPi - The White House said yesterday
there may be a need for additional consultations with the
North Vietnamese beyond the "one more" negotiating session
| outlined last month by presidential advisor Henry A
Kissinger
Presidential press secretary Ronald L Ziegler told newsmen he could not confirm nor deny that Kissinger and chief
North Vietnamese negotiator Le Due Tho would meet this
week in Paris.
But if and when such a session takes place. Ziegler said,
"there will be further consultations required" with South
Vietnam and perhaps Hanoi
The press spokesman denied this was a shift from the statement Kissinger made last month in which he predicted that
"what remains to be done can be settled in one more negotiating session with the North Vietnamese negotiators, lasting. I
would think no more than three or four days "
ZIEGLER told reporters also that Gen Alexander Haig.
Kissinger's deputy, brought a letter to President Nixon from
South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu when he
returned from Saigon yesterday
Ziegler confirmed also thai Haig went to Saigon last week
carrying a Nixon letter addressed to Thieu

The spokesman would not disclose the contents of either
message, but American officials in Saigon indicated Haig's
four days in the South Vietnamese capital apparently cleared
the way for a resumption of the Kissinger-Tho meetings
Haig landed yesterday afternoon at nearby Andrews Air
Force Base where he was met by Kissinger The two flew immediately by helicopter to report to Nixon at Camp David, his
mountain retreat in Maryland
WHILE U.S. sources in Saigon spoke in optimistic terms.
American officials in Washington clammed up after Ziegler
spoke yesterday Earlier, they had predicted Kissinger would
fly to Paris this week, and some spoke of a cease-fire agree
ment being signed this month
In addition to the reports that the way has been cleared for
new talks by Kissinger and Le Due Tho. The New York Times
reported from Saigon that Thieu has modified a major objec
tion to the nine-point draft agreement disclosed last month
According to the US. and Vietnamese officials quoted in
the Times, the Saigon leader told Haig he would accept a
pledge in principle by Hanoi to pull their troops out of South
Vietnam.
Hanoi's public attitude is to accept another meeting with
Kissinger, but only to sign, not to renegotiate the nine points

Court, his present address
He said he thought he would have to
wait a certain time period before he
was considered an in-state student, and
in January he asked the University for
an out-of-state fee waiver
BUT GUY MOORE, assistant
treasurer, turned down his request.
Pearl said
Pearl said that in March. 1972, he
wrote a written appeal to the University Non-Resident Committee, but it
found him lo be resident of New York
He said he then spoke to Moore
again, and asked him what course of
action he could pursue lo have the outof-state fee waived
Pearl said Moore told him he could
either appeal to the committee
members personally, or take legal
action
TWO RESIDENCY requirement* set
up by (he Board of Regents arc
working against Pearl They arc
-A student who at the tune ol enroll
ment enters the state ol Ohio from
another stale for the primary purpose
of enrolling in an Ohio institution ol
higher learning shall be considered a
non-resident student
The student is also considered an out
of-state student during the period ol
continuous enrollment as a lull-time
student in an Ohio institution ol higher

education.
-A student whose parents are legal
residents in Ohio can be a resilient
also, provided at least one parent is
gainfully employed on a lull tune
basis
Neither one of Pearl's parent's has
established legal residence in Hie stale,
but his wile is employed here on a lull
time basis, he said
Pearl said he is considered a resident
of Ohio by every other applicable
standard
HE SAID HE is registered lo vote in
Ohio, pays stale income tax and Wood
County trailer tax, has an Ohio driver's
license, pays his insurance premiums
in Ohio and receives Veterans Administration benefits from an Ohio regional
office

"I'm not against out-of-state fees as
a whole, but because I'm living here
and financially independent I think 1
should be considered an in-stale
student." Pearl said
Geer said he would be asking the
court at the pre-trial hearing lo decide
lhal either the non-resident committee
abused its discretion in declaring Pearl

an out-of-state student, or that the
Board of Regents regulations are
ullriillsllllltliMI.il

He said he would nol attack any of
the Board's residency requirements at
the pre-trial.
"The point of Pearl's case is thai it is
working against in-stale students."
Geer said "He has every reason lo be
treated as an in-stale student '

Ellsberg, Russo
trial to resume
WASHINGTON lAPl The Supreme
Court ruled 7 to 2 yesterday that the
Pentagon Papers trial of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo could be resumed without the government disclosing its wiretap logs to the defendants
The ruling, which drew dissents from
Justices William 0. Douglas and
William J Brennan Jr.. was in the
form of a routine order lhal turned
aside Kllsberg's and Russo's petition
for a hearing
The order contained no comment on
the questions they had raised
Douglas had ordered the trial suspended in July to allow Ellsberg and
Russo lo file an appeal that contended
the defendants and their lawyers had a
right to examine Ihe wiretapping
records to determine whelher the bugging produced illegal evidence or leads
for the prosecution.
THE JUSTICE SAID the court
should have granted Ihe defendants a
hearing "to restore what immunity the
executive branch has in setting up
schemes of pervasive surveillance of
foreign nationals thai is unrelated lo
espionage "
Trial Judge Matt Byrne of Los
Angeles and the U.S. Circuit Court in
San Francisco had ruled lhal the wiretapping was irrelevant lo the prosecution.
Ellsberg. reached by The Associated

Press at his home in Cambridge.
Mass. said he thinks the ruling
reflects the court's view that trials
should nol be interrupted, rather than
its position on wiretapping
In a second ruling, the court denied a
hearing lo William T Farr, a Los
Angeles newsman who was cited for
contempt for a story he wrote during
theManson trial.
FARR. 37. had obtained from lawyers a copy of a statement from a prospective witness that Elizabeth Taylor,
actress. Frank Sinatra. Ihe singer, and
other celebrities were to have been
murdered
Farr's story was published in The
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner Oct. 9.
1970. A judicial order then in effect prohibited lawyers and others directly involved in the trial from out-of-courl
discussions about the proceedings
The presiding judge, Charles H
Older, subsequently summoned Farr
and questioned him about the source of
his story The newsman refused to
identify Ihe lawyers and invoked a
California law that shields Ihe press
from contempt judgments.
In the appeal. Farr argued that the
First Amendment protects newsmen
from being compelled to divulge their
sources, "absent a clear showing of
compelling and overriding national interest. "

Ohio party power switch 'surprising'
By Denny Law
Stall Reporter
When last week's election results were
tallied. Ohio Democrats suddenly found themselves in a surprising position. For the first
time since 1958. they gained control of the Ohio
House of Representatives by a majority vote
of SMI.
Barney Quilter, assistant house minority
leader, was just as surprised as other Demo' crats must have been.
"I never dreamed we'd get 58 members
erected.'' he said
In a 30-minute taped interview at WBGU-TV
Thursday. Quilter said the state income tax
issue played an important part in the
Democratic reverse.
4 "It brought people out that normally
wouldn't have bothered to come out and vote."
be said. "We (the Democratic party I could
. have been defeated if the state income tax
issue hadn't been there "
ONCE THE REPEAL issue motivated the
people to go to the polls, Quilter said voters
then had to wrestle with another problem:
uncertainty about the candidates
"There were many Democrats who went
into the polls undecided." he said. There was
a lot of soul searching that took place, and then
the people realized they had to vote Democratic."
Quilter said this year's election was also a
puzzling problem for him.
"This was one ol those elections I just
couldn't get the leel of." he said. "Even a
week before the election, I didn't know what
would happen in my race, as well as other
"It was one of those years where you
couldn't get the temperament of the people,"
v aw said. "People told me that they weren't
going to vote at all, while on the other hand,
opinion polls were forecasting a mass turnout

Quilter also said this year's election brought
out a new trait in the voting habits of the people.
"This year, the voters were more concerned
with the individual." he said "They followed
their own beliefs as to who should be in a particular office
"PEOPLE TODAY ARENT voting on a
political name, they're voting for individuals."
Quilter credited such organizations as The
League of Women Voters and the media in
general for supplying Ihe "organized opposition" that halted the repeal of the tax
When asked what the power shift would
mean in terms of an organizational shakeup in
the House. Quilter said the change "won't
cause any major problems."
"Certainly, there are a lot of changes that
will have to take place." he said. "Many nonpolitical people that hold offices now will be
retained, but many will also be changed."
He pointed out that many Republicans have
been "entrenched" in their jobs for 12 years.
"It will take us about three months to get
our feet on the ground." he said.
Quilter said he foresees a new wave of
"people legislation" that will be enacted in the
next few years, in such areas as election
reform, no-fault insurance, housing and
criminal code revision.
He said there might be a change in the
voting hours, altering the present 6:30 a.m. to
6:30p.m. lawsU>8.30a.m. to8:30p.m
BUT QUILTER SAID the future for a
change in the abortion laws still looks dim.
"I doubt if an abortion bill will make it
through the House, even under the Democrats." he said. "I believe the people of Ohio
don't want to repeal the state abortion laws."
When the returns started coming in on election night, and it became clear that Ohioans
wished to keep the graduated income tax. Gov.
John Gilligan made a statement to the press
that no more new taxes would be levied during
hi. .4_l»l.l--ll..

When asked about thai promise, Quilter
said, "I don't believe any governor can make
thai statement. The governor doesn't know
how much revenue will be generated by Ihe income tax.
"I don't think we're going lo need any more
tax revenues." he said. "If he iGilligani does
try lo bring up any new money bills. I'm afraid
he'll find some deaf ears."
WAS THE FAILURE to repeal Ihe income
tax a vole of confidence for Ihe governor?
"With people voting the way they did. the
possibility of a black mark against Gilligan
was erased," Quilter said
"I Ihink he has the opportunity now to mend
some fences and show what he's going lo do
with the money and trust the people have
placed in him.
"'The governor can be more popular than he
is now. he can create a complete reversal of
popular opinion." Quilter said
After the election, political observers said
Ihe Democratic party could have fared better
if it would have offered a more central candidate to Ihe public, one who represented the
views of all the party as a whole.
QUILTER agreed. He said although he did
not support Sen George McGovern during the
primaries, he did campaign for him once he
received the nomination However, he said
he thought Sen. Hubert Humphrey would have
been a more central candidate.
"Humphrey would have put up a better fight
all the way through." Quilter said. "I think he
might have even beat Nixon."
Quilter said his job as assistant minority
leader in the House involved "keeping members of the party in line and carrying through
on the various bills the minority leader may
propose."
Quilter said the late Sen. Everett Dirksen
described his job as an Illinois senator when he
said, "It's not so much what you do, but what
<mu lew In itn arwt ri— In nrewnt "

Barney Quilter, assistant Ohio Hawse minority loadwr, sasaan
Democratic election results an "Ohio This Week" en WMU-TV.
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mod scientist loose

voter office
We applaud Greg Jackson's decision to expand the services of
the Office of Voter Facilitation.
Since the presidential election is over, Jackson, director of the
office, could have closed the office or thrown it over to the
Student Body Organization (SBOI.
But SBO has more than it can handle efficiently right now.
So Jackson has decided to use his organization to further serve
the political needs of the University community.
An expanded non-partisan office would take the responsibility
for coordinating all campus political programs-speakers,
debates and campus campaign headquarters.
The office already disseminates election information and
provides a free ballot-notarization service.
The office has offered the University immeasurable benefits
These services take more than a few months' labor-Jackson can
speak well to the time and effort involved.
We congratulate Jackson and his staff on the work they have
done and fully support his decision to continue and expand the
activities on a year-round basis.

women
Where do women stand at this University?
Through the efforts of the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee
on the Status of Women, we know the situation women faculty
members face.
They are generally paid less, grouped into the lower faculty
ranks, the last to be promoted and the last to receive tenure.
But what do we know about female students?
During the last year, the University has been charged several
limes with requiring women to meet higher admission standards
than men
Usually administrators brush off the charges with the
argument that in order to maintain a 50-50 male-female ratio
within the student body, it must require more of its women.
Some women faculty have indicated that female students must
meet higher requirements for financial aid.
Others say they face more difficulties in gaining admission to
graduate school or winning graduate assistantships than their
male counterparts.
Such charges may be true, and some may be completely off
bate, but no one has made a comprehensive study to determine
wnat-if any—institutional roadblocks female students face.
Faculty Senale took the initiative to investigate the problems
lacing female faculty members.
We recommend that the University do the same for female
students

By Nk-boli. voa Hoffmaa

Sci Fi movie fans will be delighted to
know that there is a near-genuine mad
scientist type on the loose.
He's an Englishman named Robert
G. Edwards, and he's so scary that
some of the world's most distinguished
chemists, psychologists and biologists
are rolling around both sides of the
Atlantic crying out to "Stop him, stop
him, for God's sakes. before it's too
late!''
What Edwards has gone ahead and
done is name a baby whom he's not
related to. who hasn't been born or
even conceived.

THE KID IS going to be called Invit.
which is short for the Latin "in vitro,"
meaning in the lest tube as opposed to
a mother's womb
Yes. Mr Edwards proposes to
"conceive" little lnvit in a glass jelly
dish in his Cambridge University
laboratory, and. after the kid has
multiplied himself about 100 limes, he
will be inserted through the belly
button in a woman's uterus where heshe-it will grow to be a big. fat,
bouncing first of his kind in all human
history.
What terrifies the eminent
scientists, including a number of Nobel
laureates, is that they think Edwards
will be able lodo it
What will this mean has led to a
rare marriage of science and religion,
for the Roman Catholic Church is also
completely opposed to Robert
Edwards' dabbling experiment in
synthetics
THEY WON'T be able to stop him
with all their prestige, both moral and
intellectual Whal man is technically
able lo do, he does, so little Invie will
probably be born in the next 12 months,
the first human since Adam to walk
around without a navel
This may cause him certain
psychological problems when he has to
change into gym clothes, but as a
compensation he will have escaped the
burden of original sin and the risk of an
Oedipus complex
That's something of an exaggeration
since Invie won't be a complete
lesllube child. Dell need to borrow
some woman's body for eight or nine
months

opinion

struggle for recognition
By George Garcia
Guest 1'olumnisl
The past decade has seen the
• dramatic emergence of theChuano. or
' Mexican-American, from passive
endurance of century-old indifference
and injustice at the hands of Anglo
•octet)

Such figures as Cesar Chavez in

California, Reies Lopa Tijerin* m
New Mexico, and Jose Angel Gutierrez
in Texas are bul the most visible signs
ol this far-reaching renaissance of
ethnic pride and power
Chicanoi, the second largest
- minority group in the United Slates, is.
' according In the Mexican-American
students at BGSU
struggling to be
recognized here in the V S Usuallv

when people hear ol a Mexican, they
think of a lazy person sleeping under a
cactus, wearing a sombrero "
THROUGH EDUCATION, the
Mexican-Americans are planning to
break this popular belief By becoming
educated, they may. rise up in the
social levels." "and. "be placed in
administrative and governmental
positions."
Presently, less than five per cent of
the Mexican-Americans who enroll
graduate from high school; and less
than one per cent ever go to college
Special programs such as Student
Development and minority group
scholarships, are jusl a few of the steps
10
be taken toward the
accomplishments of the Chuano
dream
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ANOTHER BARRIER Ihe Chicanos
hope to break is that of the migrants
The Mexicans migrate to such parts of
the United Stales as Ohio and Florida.
To overcome this cycle, education is.
again, believed to be Ihe answer
There are many movements for "La
Causa" i"The Cause" i. in the United
States California. Ohio. New York and
in the northern and southern-most
parts of Texas.
The areas of concentration for this
movement in Ohio are: Cleveland.
Defiance. Fostoria. Toledo. Bowling
Green and some small towns in the
same vicinity.
"In the spirit of a new people thai is
conscious not only of it's proud
historical heritage, but also of the
"brutal" gringo" invasions of our
territories, we. the Chicano
inhabitants of. and survivors and
civilizers of the northern land of
Aztlan, from whence came our
forefathers, reclaiming the land of
their birth and consecrating the
determination of our people of the sun,
declare that the call of our blood is our
inevitable destiny."

Editorial Staff

editor

In the Upward Bound program, and
through Chicano studies. MexicanAmerican high school students may
come lo BGSU FOR VALUABLE
EXPERIENCES gained through
interpersonal relationships. One
student said. ". hopefully, we can get
this program started during the school
year."
Ten years ago. very few Chicanos
could be found on college campuses in
the United Stales Past efforts of
Chicano leaders have applied pressure
at governmental levels, the results
being programs sel up to help that
minority group

I WraiW

"Brotherhood unites us. and love for
our brothers makes up a people whose
time has come..."
Sources of information:
11 Pain & Promise
The Chicano Today: edited by Ed
Simmon
May. 197:
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Yet even this has great possibilities.
For instance, Edwards' achievement
promises to eliminate the social strife
concerning welfare mothers
As everybody knows, these women
won't take jobs, but sit at home and
have babies. Now they can be put to
work and stay home at the same time
by becoming Hertz rent-a-wombs for
any number of little Invies.
RICH COUPLES who fear that
childbirth might ruin the wife's figure
can have their biological children
incubated and hatched by some
indolent, inner-city female
Welfare mothers who refuse to
participate in this great new program
designed to foster black capitalism will
be forced by court order to undergo a
hysterectomy and report for work as a
nurse's aide.
The rich couple will be charged what
it was costing the state in welfare
checks to the rent-a-womb "facility."
as these females will be called
The Amazonian wing of women's lib
also stands to benefit. An American
scientist at Clark University has
succeeded in fertilizing a rabbit with a
pinch of common table salt.
The ensuing furry, four-legged.

twitchy-nosed baby is the first
mammal since God created us
vertebrates to be born fatherless in
every sense of the word.
A FURTHER PLUS is that all
rabbits and other kinds of children
fathered by Morton's salt have to be
females.
Shortly, women will be able to
reproduce themselves without the need
of our services, so. men. the next time
you take your wife out for dinner and
she says. "Please pass the salt." don't.
It's three or four years down the road
yet, but Edwards or some other
talented geneticist is soon going to be
able to order up little Invies according
to predetermined specifications.
You own a pro-football team and you
need a Joe NamaUT A little salt, a
little pepper, and a little something
else and you got a super-Joe Namath.
But better, yet. by a process the men
in while call cloning, you can massproduce them Every team in the NFL
can have a Joe Namath playing
quarterback
The difficulty is that a whole league
of identical super-player clones at
each position must inevitably play
each game to a tie

SO PERHAPS for activities where
variety is important, we'll have to
stick to older methods of
production.assuming we don't forget
how.
Nevertheless, for many kinds of
things, specially developed clones will
be the best sort of people for the Job.
We could have the welfare mothers
cloning out assembly-line workers, or
we could shift them over to massproducing soldiers
The military clones can be
genetically programmed to love the
carrying out of orders and getting their
heads shot off. and. since they would
have no parents to mourn them,
nations could wage war without letup
for centuries and have no fear of
domestic political repercussions.
With so many advantages, the Nobel
Prize winners are mistakenly trying to
abort Invie
Instead of attempting to strangle
him in his test tube, they should be
shouting happy birthday, for now,
rather than struggling to adjust
technology to the needs of man, we can
adjust man to the needs of technology
ism. Ml;i*all

uerrerstry to solve problems
As you know I am the newly
appointed vice-president of the student
body. My job is solving student
problems in every capacity as to try
and make all students' internship here
at BGSU as trouble free as possible
This to say the least is a very
important and difficult task, I feel I
have the necessary experience to
handle the job.

With there being approximately
15.000 students at Bowling Green Slate
University, it is hard lo please and
relate to everyone I feel that as vicepresident of the student body. I would
have to be both open and candid in any
situation that might arise.
After long thought and consideration
with myself, I have decided that I can

inmates want mail
The following inmates from Ohio
correctional institutions have written
to
The
News
requesting
correspondence.
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility
P.O Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

Ohio State Penitentiary
Box 511
Columbus. Ohio 43216
Ellis Meeks 134-448
Stedman (SAINT) Pleasant 133-907
Terry Rudolph 131-963
Alan Young 127-828

no longer
effectively.

hold

these ' positions

THUS, AS A result of the above
consideration I hereby resign as legal
advisor and spokesman of the Black
Student Union iBSU). effective
immediately!
I also will terminate my job as
student assistant to the vice-president
for operations.
I now will devote full time and
attention to the job of vice-president of
Ihe student body and will try to solve
problems that arise.
Please call on me it I can be of any
help at any time for any reason. My
number is 372-2951: my office hours
are 3-5 daily, other times I can be
reached at 352-6329.
.
George Miller
student body vice president

John E. Ehasz, 132-361
Marion Correctional Institution
P.O Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302
Thomas Norsnar 131-457
London Correctional Institute
P.O. Box69
London, Ohio 43140
Charles Hell 134-688
James M. Jacoby 134-758
Howie Quillen 134-689
Raymond L. Taylor Jr. 134-031
Gerald Williams 134-912
Robert Vlk 130-882

so they say
Brigette Bardot during an interview
with Vogue magazine:
"Tune will destroy aw ea* day, at It
astro js everytaJrH

Bat a* aae ehw

will ever a* Baraat. I urn Ike aaly
lantaaaetaMaaiaae."

world of estapism
Barb Carr and Pat Pivonka

I think il is rather obvious that you
missed the point of Patty Chambers'
letter First, she did not invite you to
slop living, she invited you to start.
It is morbid to remember Kent Slate
and Jackson Stale and Ihen lo say. in
effect. "That's morbid I won't think
about It."
It is learning to think about them and
then try lo do something to prevent
them from happening again. And
DON'T sav there isn't anything vou can
do
I SEE THE joy of living" as
existing in Ihe beauty of olher people,
not in mud lugs You are wrong in
saying thai mud lugs happen only once
a year.
Thev happen everyday in a variety of

forms and everyone needs them. They
are called release, and they are
necessary
However, for many people they
become life itself, a wonderland of
escapism, and they serve the same
purposes as LSD.
Those are the people who are inane
and apathetic, and I hope for your sake
that you aren't part of them.
In causing you to become angry
enought to actually sit down and write
a letter. Ms. Chambers letter was a
partial success. Now. if you will begin
to think and analyze, it will have been a
complete success "Try it: you'll like
it."
Judi Roller
530 Sand Ridge Road
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Hijackers in Cuban custody

newsnoTes
Rep. Bow dies

Air pirates Vaving maniacs'

dent Nixon than Sen. George
McGovern.
Nixon led McGovern by 59 to 36 per
cent in the mid-October survey.
Asked how they would vote if the
choice were between Nixon and
Kennedy instead, the same persons
gave the President only a 52-43 edge
pollster George Gallup said Sunday

WASHINGTON (APt - Funeral services were scheduled for tomorrow in
Washington for Rep. Frank T Bow of
Ohio, who died yesterday in Bethesda
Naval Hospital in Maryland after a
lengthy illness.
The Republican representative had
served in the House since 1950.
representing (Jnib's 16th District The
body will be flown to Canton for
graveside services and burial at West
Lawn Cemetery at 3 p.m tomorrow

By Tbe Associated Press

Medical funds
COLUMBUS I API -The State Controlling Board released some SU 5
million yesterday for higher eudcation projects, including $1 1 million to
the Medical College of Ohio at
Toledo
The Toledo medical school release
provides funds for equipment
required at the Lucas County Hospital complex, which the college will
use as a clinical teaching center.

;Kennedy survey
PRINCETON. N. J (API - The
Gallup Poll says its next-to-last preelection survey showed that Sen
Edward M Kennedy would have
made a stronger race against Presi-

The hijackers who forced
31 persons aboard a
Southern Airways jetliner on
a violent journey over 3.800
miles were pictured by their
captives yesterday as
squabbling, vicious men who
passed out ransom money
while threatening the lives
of everyone on the plane
There was criticism,
meanwhile, of an attempt by
FBI marksmen to halt the
return of the DC9 to Cuba by
shooting out four of its six
tires as it prepared to leave
Orlando. Fla
The plane s wounded
copilot said the shooting
really provoked" the hijackers, who told him he

U.S. hits N. Viet base
to curtail threat of AAlGs
SAIGON (API-US Navy
jett flew through a barrage
of surface-to-air missiles
and struck an air field a
4ilUe more than 80 miles
from Hanoi, military

spokesman reported yesterday.
The target was Bai
Thuong air field, seven
miles from the restricting
line of the 20th Parallel The

Student jailed Friday
on alleged theft charge
Two men. one a University student, were apprehended by
Campus Safety officers Friday morning at 4 53 am as they
.allegedly attempted to steal a color television from Rodgers
Quadrangle
Dale Shaffer, chief of Campus Safety, identified the 20year-old student as Saul Ivy Jr., transient student Ivy's
companion was identified as Aaron (' Johnson. 19. of
Newark. New Jersey
The men were arraigned Friday in Bowling Green Muni
cipal Court, where bond was set at $1,000 each As of yesterday afternoon, they were being held in Wood County jail.
. They are to enfer a plea this afternoon in court

K

parallel is about 240 miles
north of the demilitarized
rone and 75 miles south of
Hanoi A Washington directive prohibits bombings
north of the parallel because
of delicate negotiations for a
cease-fire.
U.S. military sources said
the objective of the attacks
on Bai Thuong was to reduce
the threat of Soviet-built
MIGs from there intercepting American warplanes
bombing in the southern
panhandle of North Vietnam.
The Navy reported pilots
made six hits on the air
field's new runway in the
latest raids. Sixteen craters
were reported in the runway
during Navy strikes on
Saturday.
A bombing halt

above the 20th Parallel, a
major U.S. air effort continues below it in efforts to
block what American
sources say is a major North
Vietnamese supply push
southward into North Vietnam
Military sources said
more than 200 tactical
fighter-bomber strikes had
been planned against targets
below the 20th Parallel Sunday, but overcast skies
forced cancellation of many
of them and reduced the
number to about 150.
US B52 bombers, several
times more powerful than
the tactical attack planes
and flying above the overcast skies, carried out more
than 100 strikes against
enemy supply points in all
four countries of Indochina,
sources said

killed

as

an

"IT DROVE them into a
frenzy," passenger Alex
Halberstad said
"They
were raving maniacs
Before that, they were
docile maniacs "
The 28-hour nightmare

ended early Sunday when
the aircraft's bone-weary
pilot brought the twinengine jet. its bare wheels
kicking up sparks, down on a
foam-covered runway in
Havana The passengers and
crew, four of them injured,
were flown out of Cuba Sun-

Collegium Musicum
to perform tonight

day by a second Southern
DC9
The three air pirates were
taken into custody by Cuban
officials who also confiscated the ransom money,
passengers said
The
amount of the money turned
over the hijackers- they had
demanded a record $10
million has not been dis
closed, but one passenger
said The whole back Mai
was full of mono)
THE FBI said air piracy
charges were expected '" be
filed against Ihe Inn

identified as a prison
escapee and two men
wanted in Detroit on rape
charges-in Birmingham.
Ala Whether Cuba would
return the money was not
immediately known
Orlando was the last of
eight cities where the airliner was forced to land
after it was commandeered
Friday evening over Alabama 11 was there that
some 20 FBI sharpshooters
blew oul the planes tires
after it had picked up more
fuel

I'arps. flutes, harpsichords and recorders will be used
in Ihe Collegium Musicum concert tonight at 8 15 in the
Keal.il Kail, School of Music Bldg
The Collegium Musicum is described by Oliver Chamber
lain, assistant professor of music history and Collegium
director, as a "showcase for music from the Middle Ages In
the 20th century not usually performed by the traditional
chamber music ensembles "
IN THIS concert, the group will feature English and
French music from the 15th. 16th. 17th and 18th centuries,
including I'enry I'urcell's "Theater Music." transcribed for
recorder and harpsichord. Gilles Binchois' chanson "Fillet
a marrier". and "Cinquieme Piece de clavecin en concert."
by Jean-Philippe Hameau
Included in the Musicum program will be the Renaissance
Ensemble, which includes singers and instruments such as
the harp and guitar, the Madrigal Singers, who will appear
in 16th century costume; various Baroque Ensembles,
including flute, oboe, harpsichord, viol, cello, and recorder,
and a group of harpsichord solos
The groups are directed by Chamberlain and William
Pepper assistant professor of music history
The Concert is free and open to Ihe public

Afro studies lecture
to begin ethnic series

PAfiLlAI'S is
PA6LIAIS is

PIZZA
PIZZA

...
...

fiftGLlAIS IS POTATO CHIPS!
POTATO CHIPS?...SURE...ONE
39" RAG OF CANS CHIPS FREE
WITH EACH LARGE (UWCH) PIZZA
Oil, \HuM4dtuU.t ^?02^mi4A. 1+*".

Ephraim Isaac, professor of American Studies at Harvard, will speak today on "The Relevance of Afro-American
Studies" at 8 p.m. in 112 Life-Science Building
Isaac will also speak tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in the Pink
Dogwood Room. Union on the "Role of Black Americans in
Education and Development of African Countries."
His lectures are sponsored by Ethnic Studies and the
Black African Peoples Association (BAPA).
Isaac, who speaks 14 languages, is a former president of
Ethiopian Students Association in North America. He also
was director of the first Boston African-Ethopian Cultural
Arts Festival in 1968

1004* SOUTH MAM <*. ^unu.
35*-7571 ^t.

FREB DELlYEKr

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
L V^ U I I

i

would be
example
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CAN BE FOUND IN TOLEDO!

SPEAKERS

RECEIVERS

TURNTABLES

ADVENT
B&O
BOSE
ESS
FISHER
J.B. LANSING
ULTRALINEAR
VIDEO TONE

B&0
FISHER
HARMAN-KARDON
MARANTZ
SONY

DUAL
GARRARD
PHILLIPS

HEADPHONES

SONY
TEAC

KOSS
SENN HEISER

TAPE DECKS
ADVENT-DOLBY

AMPS - TUNERS

REV0X

HARMAN-KARDON
PHASE LINEAR
SONY

WE TAKE TRADE-INS

NO BS at PS*

* JOucAJ^

PARAGON SOUND
4543 MONROE STREET

TOLEDO, OHIO (419) 535-5966

FINANCING
MON.-THURS.-FRI.

11:00-9:00
TUES.-WED.

11:00-6:00
SAT.
10:00-6:00

EXIT #9 Off 475

Tm

DISCOUNT WITH
COUPON ON
ALL HEADPHONES, TAPES,
CARTRIDGES AND ACCESSORIES

TOLEDO TRUST
30 DAY CHARGE
MASTERCNARGE
BANKAMERICARD
LAY-AWAY

! 10% Discount Coupon
jOn All Headphones, Cartridges,
Tapes And Accessories

AT

;

PARAGON SOUND
4543 MONROE

TOLEDO, OHIO - 535-5966
EXIT #9 off 475
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Jurors deliberating 'fragging' trial
FT. ORD. Calif. (AP) - A
mlliUry judge told a jury
trying Pvt Billy D. Smith
ywtarday that they must
find him Innocent of killing
Mo officers with a grenade
hi Vietnam If they believe he
was smoking marijuana
elsewhere when the officers

died
Col. Rawli H. Frailer
delivered final instructions
to a court-martial panel of
seven officers after more
than two months of testimony in the first "fragging"
trial held in the United
States

u

After his final instructions, the jury was to begin
deliberating
its verdict.
Frailer has said they will
convene only during normal
working hours.
SMITH, 24, a former bus
driver and machinist from
the Watts district of Us
Angeles, pleaded innocent to
charges he used a fragmentation grenade to kill 1st Lt.
Thomas Dellwo of Choteau,
Mont , and 2nd 1,1 Richard
Harlan of Dallas. Tex., on
March 16, 1971 at Bien l.'oa
Army Base near Saigon.

A third officer, Peter B.
Higglns, 25. of Harrison, N.
J, survived.
Frazier told the jurors
that If they accepted the
Army's version of what
happened, they must convict
Smith of premeditated murder even though they
believed he did not mean to
kill the men who died.
He also instructed the jury
that they should not dismiss
the charges simply because
there was no eyewitness
testimony about the killings
and all the evidence and the

THURSDAY, NOV. 16
9:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
Tickets on Sale at Union
Ticket Office & Chess King Stores
'4.00 & 4.50

YES

A
0

testimony ot 42 witnesses
was circumstantial.
THE PROSECUTION
contended that Smith did not
mean to kill the two lieutenants, but that instead his
targets were his commanding officer. Capt.
Randall L Rigby of Ft. Sill.
Okla.. and 1st Sgt. Billie
Willis of Big Stony Gap, Va.
The Army said Smith mistakenly thought they were
sleeping in the quarters and
charged
him
with
attempting to murder them.
During the trial, Smith
took the stand to testify that

he was smoking marijuana
with two buddies in another
section of the base when the
grenade exploded.
One of the friends, Henry

S.
McClay, confirmed
Smith's story, but McClay's
company commander testified he could not be
believed.

Civil Services to test
summer job applicants
The U.S. Civil Service Commission has announced test
dates for 1973 summer jobs in federal agencies
Candidates whose applications are received by Nov. 24
will be tested Jan. 6, 1973: those with applications postmarked by Dec. 29 will be tested Feb. 10, 1973; and those
with applications postmarked by Jan. 26 will be tested
March 10,1973.
Applications postmarked after Jan. 26, 1973 will not be
accepted.
The Commission predicted the number of jobs available
through the nationwide test will be extremely small in
proportion to the number of competitors. It urged candidates to apply early for maximum consideration.
LAST YEAR 203,244 persons were eligible for jobs
through the nationwide Civil Service examination, 12.000
were appointed.
Applicants who were eligible in 1972 on the basis of the
written test need not take the test again unless they wish to
improve their score
All applicants rated eligible in 1972 will be sent forms to
update their qualifications and to indicate their availability
for employment in 1973
A booklet explaining types of available jobs, how to apply,
filing deadlines, intern programs and test locations is available for use in the University's placement office. 360 Student
Services Bldg.

Neiewpnol, h. Mania J. tans
frseaW Mama, • musical fjrevp camaiasad
mostly of students from Scott High School in
Toledo,

performed

Grand

Ballroom

Creativity,'

Saturday
as

part

night

of

in

the

"Night

of

a Mock experience.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copt

7 2 Gr* I Feature, Co

ACROSS
I
7
li
lf»
16

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

17
1H
I1'
21
22

For Senior Picture Appointments.
There isn't
much time left. Four days
to be exact. Call the KEY
office now. 372-0086.

23

MMMSWMMMMM«M*WMNMMMM|

SUPER
MARKET

, 5 QTS. 1

49c 32 OZ.

BGSU

SAVE 30c
COUPON

jy 1 QT.
LIMIT 1

m

LIMIT 1

MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT COFFEE

99* 10 oz.

BGSU

: »

SAVE-86'
COUPON

.VWWEI TO NKVIOUS MJZZlt

24 Antiquary.
26 Antigone'*
antagonist.
27 Cut off.
28 Deliberate burning.
29 Writer of many
familiar hymns.
30 Like some
employes.
11 Removed from
office.
32 Movie critic, for
example.
33 Covered pan.
34 Got up.
36 Part of a renlury.

s

37
38
39
41
42

Stirred up.
Clothing.
Party givers.
French friends.
Asian land.

44 Prefix used with
carp, morph. etc.
45 Bulblike underground stem.
47 Massarhusetto
cape.
49 "Some
meat
and i .iiin.i eat."

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday Nov 14.1972
I'll ("hi Colloquim 4pm. 108 Psychology Hid* l)r .I.e..
Pankseep Rat Soul. I)r Janet Pyde. The Psychology ol
Women and Behavior Genetics Open lo all interested
persons

Freshmen &
Soph bus
majors
Acquire valuable
experience working as an
advertising salesman lor Ihe
lie. News. 106 UarreraM)
Pall

WANTED

Bowling Green Volleyball Club. 5pm. Men's Gym Open
practice lor all interested male undergrads.

Need garage (or Winter ytr
Ph .'llll

Parshman Sexual Awareness Series
Growth. 7pm. Dunbar Cafeteria Lounge

Person needed to help in
undergrad research
Will
pay 2-1539

Zero Population

69*

SERVICES OFFERED

BGSU

COUPON

LIMIT 1

59*
COUPON

Save 30'
LIMIT 1

s

v

I s.

■

u

VI
c|k

5

5

Farming
background.
Forestry. Fisheries. Farm
Management.
Machinery
repair.
grain-vegetable
production. FFA or 4P.
needed lor Peace Corps in 57
countries
See recruiters
Nov 14-15-18 in IMvoratty
Pall
Weekly earnings male aed
lemale
Blood
Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio I'rs Mon-Fn
8-5 Open Thurs nites till
9pm Ph 255 3535

Phi Alpha Theta. 8 30pm. Capitol Room. Union Dave
Wottle will give a slide presentation on the Olypics A
question & answer session will follow

Ride needed, to Boston or
vicinity on Fri. or Sat 17,18.
WUI share expenses Really
important call Doug 2-5*55
Ride needed loOU Nov 17
Karen 352*381

PELP WANTED
Wanted waitresses and or
delivery men. Apply in
person 1004 S Main Pagliai s

COLLEGE

STUDENTS

need money'' Montgomery
Ward
1
Co
requires
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours. Obtain commission
on
over
130,000
items
Outstanding opportunity for
right
person
Apply at
Montgomery Warn. 178 S
Main. Bowling Green Ask
for Lois Kaxalia

Full
4 part-time kelp
wanted. Apply in person
Village Inn Pma 1034 N
Main

Pelp wanted • Ex PCV s and
Vista Vol. Contact Gene
Myers
352-0968
anytime
after 4pm

Bike winter storage, pick up
• return Phone 823*729

BEYOND TPE ORDINARY
colorful authentic Japanese
tea sets TPE WORKING
I'AND CRAFT CENTER

WILL DO TYPING

515 Conneaut 3539932

Phone

aj) MM
Recorded Music Service for
parties, dances, receptions
etc 382 7851

PERSONALS
Center for the Study of Popular Culture 8 15-9 15pm. 300
University Pall. Footnoting the Invilable "Mr Peanut
Irons it all Out." A mixed media non multiple reality
experience

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE
BGSU

The ZACKERY Dancenler
Dance lessons tor all ages
Call.In Perbert at .15.12371

Young Socialist Alliance. 8pm. 220 Math Science Bldg
Free film '' Pow to make a Revolution

RIDES

Large Size
LIMIT 1

Stock Market Club. 7 30pm. White Dogwood Suite. Union
Speaker Mr Richard Newell. 1st National Bank of Toledo

BGSU Skating Club. 8- 10pm. Ice Arena

38 OZ.

U

■ l I* loir

Bowling Green Sailing Club. 7pm. 302 Math Science

ActiveChrlstiansToday. 7-9pm, Faculty Lounge, Union
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Mylli.ip.icu Society. 7.30pm. University Lutheran Chapel
J.R.R Tolkien's book Smith of Wootton Major"

3 lb. Can

SAVE 70*
COUPON

23 One kind of
pole.

OPAC7 9pm aiShatzel Pall Open lo the public

(WITH '5 PURCHASE)
BGSU
COUPON
LIMIT 1

$

BGSU

14 Lure.
20 Certain person"
or thing.

MM) KaraleClub. 7 9pm, Student Services Forum

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE

2.19

s

MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSING

JOY LIQUID
DETERGENT
L

lb.

25 M.■.--MI. ■
Ahbr.
26 Kitchen gadget
27 Caravanscry,
28
perdiar
I lost aria).
2° Ancient serfs.
111 Mashed, an baby
food.
.12 Update, a* a
■ In In.n.ii v
33 Payment of a
soil.
31 Ancient stringed
instrument.
35 Bean.
36 Port in Kent.
37 Cheering word.
40 Solar dink.
41 Odin, Thor. Tyr.
He.

15 Vourheri.
*6 Oberon's
apouae.
48 Reaponse lo a
knock on the
door: Phrase

RIB STEAKS

99«

Mix or Match

t Treat for Rover,
5 Connective
word.
6 Motioned.
7 Comfortable
chair.
8 Made a fluff.
I Certain age.
10 _ Khan.
II Cold windi
from the Ande*.
12 Weaken.
13 Women's club

44 Bert Parka, lor
one.

TENDER

ONLY

$

3 Semiprecious
■tone.

12 Censor of anrient
Rome.
43 RR. terminal.

201 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM 1st NATIONAL

VARIETY CLUB
POP

DOWN

1 Very hot.
2 l"H for Rarnum.

M S»,

Mimmmamm0mm0miimmm0a00m*0mamAm0mmma*mmmA

CENTRE

50 Changed, aa a
manuarripl.
51 Breadwinnera.
'.2 Rudolph'*
claim to famr,
53 Altered.

Kill llr-ll .trill
Hn-ml- again
Mild expletive.
Cnndimnil.
Certain quirk
trip..
Small IUI.II.-I
Minoa today.
Carfare.
Cw'l oppoxitr.
Tributary of the
Seine.
Worked on a
piano.

Stuck
in
BG
for
Thanksgiving'' See URIAP
PEEP Sunday Nov M at the
Toledo
Sports Arena.
Tickets only 84.09 ui advance
at FINDERS Records and

PROBLEMS' Give Student
Arbitration Board a chance
to solve them tor you 2-2969

Teachers - Math-Science.
Guidance
Counseling.
Vocational Educ and Ind
Arts.
Engliah,
Spanish.
French. Pom, Kr needed
for professional volunteers
positions Hi PC and Vista
See recruiters Nov 14-16 in
University Kail

Tape,
TPE GIFT FOR TPE ONE
YOU LOVE AT VATANS
109 N Main
SUMMER IN VERMONT'
Thnk Middlebury College
Advanced study In French.
German. Italian. Russian.
Spanish
Beginning
and
advanced study in Chinese.
Japanese.
Begin
work
toward the MA
as an
undergraduate Write Room
124 Sunderland Language
Center.
Middlebury.
Vt
057M

Schliu - knew you could do
it. Now ft I could break you
of blueberries'

Business majors - BA MBA
Accounting.
Market
Management
needed
for
professional
volunteer
positions on Vista
See
recruiters Nov 14, 15. 16 in
University Kail
DZ's - looking toward the
Roller Derby on the 30th"
SNAKES
FOR SALE OR RENT

Good used davenport, overstuffed chairs incl
red
leather S54 6633
Brand new Minolta sit I 101
35mm camera Used 1 lime.
Wilh eletronic
Fl
unit
135mm lei lens, lens cst
cam cse and earring cse
All brand new 1280352 1352
For sale King sued water
bed. salelv liner Irame and
pad Call Pat 352 7023
4 tubeless blackwall. Vega
Ures Sue A 7813 Call 3721939 It
ask
for Dim
Reasonably prices
Mini-strobe candles 24c. 5SI Bambu incense 75c ■ 20
sticks Bamboo cig holders
49c Zen 904 E Wooster by
TOs
1967 Triumph 2000 auto
8750 Call 655-2893 i local l

1966 TR-4 Triumph new
paint.
good
cond
Reasonable 353-8751
1 male roommate needed.
870 a month Contact Gene

taj 8*M
Pelp' 1 F rml Wtr Qtr
850 mo 352-7705 after 5
1 F rmte. wtr qtr only, call'
352-6106
Needed I f roommate Ridge
Manor Apt 60 per mo Call
Cindy or Susan 352-7166

I or 2 F rmates needed wtr.
qtr JanM 352-0029
Furn. apt. lor 2-3 near
campus wint spr. 352-3843
1 or 2 F. rm, mates needed
wtr spr Call 352 2745
Large house near campus
for rent. 8250 mo ThePutch
Pet Shop 354-9603

.
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Lake Superior dumps BG, 8-4 and 7-6

Skaters' loss streak moves to three
News Special
SAULT STE. MARIE.
Mich -Regroup
ii the
word this week for the
Bowling Green hockey team
it trooped a pair of

Central Collegiate Hockey
Association games to Lake
Superior State last weekend.
8-4 and 7-6
After winning their
opening game of the year
Nov. 3 against Notre Dame,

the Falcons have lost three
straight games. The last
time BG lost three in a row
was in December. 1970.
On Friday Lake Superior
erupted for seven goals in
the middle period after BG
had taken a 2-0 first period
lead
"THE TEAM IS definitely
improving." said BG coach
Jack Vivian. "We won two
periods Friday by a score of
4-1. That second period maybe we just tightened up after
being on the road
"A three and one half or
four-hour bus ride doesn't
help You're only about 60
per cent effective Maybe
we have to learn to ride the
bus. too. The roof just fell in
for about 14 minutes, then
we won the third period
loutscoring LSSC. 2-11."

On Saturday the Falcons
kept close the entire game,
but could never go ahead.
BG had four shots hit the
goal post in the 7-6 loss
"SOMETIMES YOU have
to learn to lose together
before you learn to win
together," said Vivian,
whose team is now 1-3
overall and 0-2 in the CCHA
"Maybe this is what we
need It would be easy,
though, the way the schedule
is made up ''
Bowling Green hosts New
Hampshire in a pair of
games this weekend at the
Ice Arena.
Pete Badour and Gord
McCosh got BG out to a 2-0
lead in the first period
Friday before the Lakers
broke loose in the second.

CCHA standings
CCHA
W L
3 1
1 1

Lake Superior State
St. Louis
Ohio State

0 0

OhioU
BOWLINGGREEN

As of 8 am today 1.320
exchange tickets were still
available for Friday's
hockey game while 1.341
were left for Saturday's
Reserved seats at $2 are
also available
Bowling
Green plays New Hampshire. Game time both
nights is 7:30.

.0 0
I »

Last Weekend
Lake Superior 8-7. BOWLING GREEN 4-«
RP17-6, St Louis 2-7
Lake Forest 5-10, Ohio U 2-3
Ohio State 8-7, Western Ontario 7-1.1st game overtime

Winger Pete Badour (above) noted throe of
BG's 10 gaols far the weekend against lake
Superior and linamatas Gord McCosh and
Steve Ball accounted for a total of 12 points.

Tickets

Overall

Gene Motuias got LSSC
going with a short handed
goal, the fourth scored
against BG this season,
which matches the entire
1971-72 output
"YOU CANT blame the
defense entirely." Vivian
said "It was a total team
effort
"There are three things
we're not doing that's
hurting us We're giving the
puck away in our own end,
we've got a lack of backchecking by the forwards
plus there's overall
sloppiness you can't afford
to have against a good
team."
Lake Superior split a pair
of preseason games with
No. 2 ranked Michigan Tech
(Which BG plavs Nov. 24251

After Motuzas got a power
play goal midway through
the third period to make it 8
2. Gerry Bradbury and Steve
Ball got the final two consolation goals for the
Falcons.
Don Boyd had 32 saves for
BG while College Divison
All-American Don Muio had
26.

at 5 23 to make it 5-4
LSSC made it 6-4, then
John Stewart kept the
Falcons close with the final
goal of the period.
The Lakers iced things at
15:32 of the third period
before Chuck Gyles got BG's
final goal a minute later to
make it 7-6.
Boyd had 22 saves for the
Falcons while Muio had 30.

ON SATURDAY BG got
only as close as 1-1 early in
the game when Badour tied
the count at 4 30 LSSC went
up 3-1 before BG's Rich
Nagai got the last goal of the
period to make it 3-2.
The Lakers moved ahead
5-2 within the opening three
minutes of the middle period
before Badour struck again
at 4:58 and Mike Bartley
picked up a power play goal

"IT HASN'T been some of
the young players making
the mistakes either," Vivian
said. "It's been the older,
more established players.
This should never happen."
Vivian plans at least one
change for the New Hampshire series He'll use the
regular set of defensemen
on the power play rather
than one defenseman and
four forwards.

alovin'
glassful

"This is where we've been
careless, he said. "Theforwards aren't accustomed
to playing back there."
The McCosh-Badour-Ball
line, which got off to a slow
start this season, broke out
against Lake Superior. The
trio had five goals, 10 assists
for IS points in the two
games
Ball and McCosh each had
1-5-6 while Badour scored
three goals

"Bov. if I can onlv get
one of Mama Petti s tastv
Italian dinners on canvas.
I'll have a real masterpiece "

ALPINE VILLAGE

rteotau/uuite

KNOWN O-NEGATIVE BLOOD TYPES

■fwattwR lewttraj Green

WE NEED YOU NOW
This is an emergency
Tests for eligibility will be conducted Thursday, Nov. 16, in the
Health Center

DON'T BLOW

YOUR
MIND...
EXPAND
111

FOR INFORMATION CALL EVELYN KIDD
353-4575
Open heart surgery will be performed on Nov. 22 and it is imperative
that we have blood donors of this type available Nov 17. 20, 21.22

Clltf I Nolaa pull KKJ intlM
thahaavyatuff. thanovata.
(Maya and poama
mat can add ran
waning to your
Ilia « you raa*y
undaraund mam
CMYa Norn can
halp Vourbook•MM"<aalnamo<

Information is also available by calling the Toledo Red Cross 248-3331

— SPECIAL —

■andk»mu

of mom than
JOOmlaa add
1ST andwa'HInciuda a handy. rauaaWa. MMrP'ool drawttnng book bag CJnTa
Notaa.Inc. UnooM.Nabr.MMI.
I>II

Body Suits Reduced

■_,..,.»._,..-

Cw""f MNMtl r«OT CM ■

Mock Turtleneck - Nylon Knit
Slate Blue - White. S, M. L
Reg. $10.00 —NOW

to

$5.99

Collar Shirt Style - Antron Nylon

wEHeriD
SCHEDULE

Navy. Wine, Bone, S. M. L

If. total Cra*
Maw fJmwW^rw^a^i^

Reg. $12.00 —NOW

Li.tortafCrM*.

$7.99

LllwtafCrM*;
Ml PtytM

Powder Puff
tan Uttl iht mttgrt ftim

Convenient connecting
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TUESDAY NIGHTS
Emko Foam offtn YOU ih* coniractptiv* protection and peace of
mind TOU vani and need few rout
todayi and tomorrowi.
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1 No hot-monei that might
•ittiwrb your body lyuem Of affect
ro»r general health and wellbeing. Fcminmr Dainty. Gentle
Natural. (Neither of you will be
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Use only when protection is
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GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

DOMINO'S
With the order of any
large pizza
For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221

f

ONLY 4
DAYS LEFT
TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT TAKEN

CALL TODAY

THE .*> KEY
372-0086

I CALLED

! 353-5982
AND
I GREYHOUND
GAVE ME
!
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Falcon harriers qualify for NCAAs
■yEdBiem
SUN Writer
■ Avenging last week's MAC
Ion to Miami. Bowling
Green's harriers were
victorious in the NCAA
District Four qualifier last
Saturday.
In the meet, held at BG's
home course, the Falcons
■laced first in a field of 17
complete area teams.
The Falcons' total score

waa 75. which beat second
place Indiana by 10. Miami
waa third with 101. Eastern
Michigan was fourth with
134 and Wisconsin finished
fifth with 134 points.
THE TOP FIVE teams
from the meet qualified for
the NCAA championship to
be held in Houston. Tex.
next Monday. Miami and
Indiana had already
qualified by virtue of their

respective conference
victories.
Glenn Herald of Wisconsin
was the individual champion
as he covered the rainsoaked six-mile course in
29:47.
Three seconds later Ball
State's Steve Wynder
crossed the line and then
Bowling Green's Craig
Macdonald followed for a
third place finish in 29 52

Mid-American Conference
champion Gordon Minty of
Eastern Michigan managed
to slip in between the BG
pack for a fifth place finish
in 29 55. but Tracy Elliott
and Steve Oanforth followed
with sixth and seventh place
finishes, respectively.
ELLIOTT COVERED the
course in 29:56 and Dan forth
finished close behind in
29:58

The remainder of Bowling
Green's 75 points came on
Bob McOmber's 32nd place
finish and Dan McFarland's
35th place finish.

Danforth can run ahead of
anyone. It's our job to keep
close and keep the team
from losing." said
McOmber

"Our first three men can
always run out front," said
Falcon coach Mel Brodt, "so
our remaining four runners
know that they have to hold
up the back of the pack."

BRODT SAID the times
were not a real indication of
individual comparison
"Everyone ran really
well." Brodt said "It's
really hard to say how good
their times might have been

"Macdonald. Elliott and

if the weather had been
better."
Indiana finished in eighth,
ninth, 10th. 20th and 38th
places for its second place
team lotal of 85
Third place Miami
finished 14th. 16th. 18th. 25th
and 28th for a team total of
101.
BOWLING GREEN
managed to put its first
three men out in front of

Indiana and Miami's first
men.
"There were more
runners to break up Miami
and Indiana's pack in this
meet. In the conference
meet and other smaller
meets, it's harder for us to
compete against teams with
real good depth," Brodt
said
Brodt plans to run in the
national championship meet
with the intention of beating
last year's seventh place
NCAA finish

Gridders win, cross fingers
By Daa Casteiay
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green did what it
bad to do Saturday, but
unfortunately Miami didn't
do to Kent State what the
Falcons had hoped
BG won its non-conference
game against the Dayton
Flyers by the unlikely score
of 54. but Miami dropped its
first home game to Kent
since 1960 in a 21-10 upset
" Kent, 3-1 in the league and
5-4-1 overall, now has lo win
or tie its final game at home
this Saturday against Toledo
to win its first-ever MAC
crown
THE FALCONS MUST
depend on Toledo. MAC
champs the last three years.
to defeat the Flashes and let
BG sneak in the back door to
the title with a 3-1-1 mark
There was no pressure on
BG to defeat Dayton with
the Falcons' MAC season
completed.
The final score indicated
the Falcon players might
have had their minds in two
l at the same time (BG

and Miami) as the offense
failed to produce a touchdown for the first time this
year.
Only BG's defense seemed
up to the task at hand. The
"Orange Crush" unit administered its second straight
shutout and held the Flyers
to 16 yards total offense, the
nation's lowest total this
year and the third lowest
total in MAC history.
"THEY'RE (BG) A great
defensive football team."
said Dayton coach John
McVay "It's the first time
we've been shutout and
we've played against some
pretty good defensive
teams."
The Flyers' defensive
squad wasn't too bad. either
It held the Falcon offense to
191 net yards, 137 on the
ground and 54 passing.
The end result was that
11.729 fans at Perry Field
were treated to a defensive
battle, which even the
opposing coaches agreed
doesn't tend to excite the
spectators.

"LIKE COACH MCVAY
said, it was like two cars
stuck in the mud grinding
away at each other." BG
coach Don Nehlen said
"You saw two good
defenses today." McVay
said. "Unfortunately, that's
not the fan appeal "
Nehlen agreed with
McVay, but only to a certain
extent. "An aerial circus,
that's the kind of game you
like i to seel." he said
However, he added he only
likes the kind that "ends up
with the'W' (for Win)."

The MAC
Overall MAC
W-L-T W-L-T
BG
6-M 3-1-1
Kent;
5-4-1 3-1-0
Toledo
6-4-0 2-2-0
Western
6-3-1 2-2-1
Miami
6-3-0 2-2-0
Ohio
3-7-0 1-4-0
Saturday
Bowling Green 5. Dayton 0
Kent 21. Miami 10
Toledo 21. Marshall 0
Tulane 44. Ohio 6
Western 31, Ball Stale 14

■L

Nehlen got his "W" on a
first quarter field goal by
Don Taylor and a fourth
quarter safety when
defensive end Tom Fisher
tackled Dayton quarterback
Ken Polke and the ball
squirted out of the BG end
zone.
THE FALCONS WERE
fortunate to get the field
goal, which came early in
the initial stanza. After BG
failed to gel a first down the
first lime it had the ball, Ed
McCoy punted to the Dayton
26-yard line, where Paul
Miles downed the ball
However, the referee
ruled that the ball touched
Dayton's Kevin Baldwin
first. Miles got credit for a
fumble recovery and the
Falcons had a first down and
26 yards lo score.
However, they couldn't
push it across, and had to
sellle for a three-pointer
from Taylor, his eighth of
the season. It set a BG
season and career field goal
record for the freshman.
Between Taylor's field
goal and the safety, though.

the game was marked by
futility. It was spiced only
by two interceptions by
safety Gary Seemann and a
Falcon defense that
swarmed all over Polke
BG QUARTERBACK Joe
Babies completed six of 13
passes for 54 yards, but was
thrown for losses totaling 22
yards. The losses might
have been more except for a
beautiful fake hand-off and
keeper in the third quarter
lor a 17-yard gain.
Polke had it even worse.
He was nailed for losses
totaling 42 yards, completed
only four of 18 passes, and
threw two interceptions.
"Our offense was just
stinking." McVay said. "We
threw the ball ineffectively.
We couldn't sweep and not
many people have gotten
through the BG line.
"We've played four of the
top-rated teams in the
nation and that raises hell
with your offense."
THE FLYERS almost
raised hell with the Falcon
offense, basically a running

attack BG runners gained
only 137 yards. Fullback Phil
Polak had 58 of them and
tailback Paul Miles had 71.
"I'm sure everybody that
plays BG keys on Miles."
McVay said. "Whenever you
play an T team, you key on
the tailback because he's the
main gun."
Nehlen could only praise
his defense and defend
Babies, whom some BG fans
wanted to replace with Hal
Wan
"Everybody was booing
Joey Babies and that's
unfortunate." Nehlen said.
"I don't think the situation
warranted putting in a
different quarterback. We
couldn't afford a fumble.
"In two weeks from now.
90 per cent of the people
won't even know the score
(of the BG-Dayton game),"
he added
Nehlen has other problems now. though He has
to worry about the KentToledo outcome this
Saturday afternoon, which
will undoubtedly affect the
Falcons' performance that
night at Tampa

• h.Je.1
Gary Zelonii ( 71) and Joe Russell (51) wrap
up Dayton quarterback Kon Polka in BG's 50 win over Dayton at ths Falcon defense
turned in its best effort of the year.

Kent upset keeps hopes alive
Staff Special
OXFORD, O -Kent State
kept its Mid-American Conference title hopes very
alive Saturday with its first

win over the Miami Redskins here since 1960. The
Flashes won. 21-10.
Quarterback Daryl Hall, a
third string quarterback

rpost game thoughts

four weeks ago. and tight
end Gary Pinkel combined
for two touchdowns in a 45second span in the second
quarter to lead Kent to the
upset
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A (yawn) boring game
By JackO'Breia
Assistant Sports Editor

TD

Miami was trailing Kent State 14-10, late in the third poriod
whan Kent » Alonio Curry (27) intercepted a Redskin past
and scootod down the jkUline for an 80-yard touchdown
roturn. Miami's Stu Showaltor (11) and Tim Williams (82)
give chasa while Kont'i Jack Lambert gives the TD signal.
Kent won, 21-10.

Seemann leads
By Fred R. Ortllp. Sports Editor
In a game of defensive standouts for
Bowling Green Saturday, there was. perhaps, one that stood out more than others.
That was safety Gary Seemann whose
presence was felt in the BG defensive backfield
The 5'U". 170-pound senior from Youngtown intercepted two Dayton passes and
deflected two others enroute to BG's
uneventful 5-0 victory over the Flyers at
.Perry Field
THE TWO STEALS gives Seemann a teamleading five for the season and vaults him
•ear the top of the Mid-American Conference
charts
"We had a good rush-a helluva rush."
•Seemann said. "It forces them (Dayton) to
throw to someone in a hurry. They're (the
line I the ones who break it
Seemann got his first Interception on
Dayton's first aeries of downs in the second
quarter He stepped In front of a Ken Polke
bomb at the Bowling Green 29 to stop a
scoring threat.
THEN EARLY in the fourth quarter.
Snatnann swiped his second Polke pats at the
Dnyto.49
in*, set ••%•*«• afeiitam ««»»>-. ■•*•• mi

were going for." he said. In the last three
games the Falcons have allowed just one
touchdown
"The defense probably played its best all
year." Seemann said "They had no long
passes and they couldn't run."
That was an understatement
The Falcons held the Flyers lo 16 yards
total offense, the lowest in the nation this
season and the third lowest total in MAC
history
Polke. who has completed nearly half his
passes this season, was only four of It
against the Falcons
HOWEVER, WHEN THE conversation
switched from Bowling Green defense to the
MAC title chase. Seemann s face showed
concern.
If Kent State can beat an injury-riddled
Toledo team this Saturday in Kent, the
Flashes win the conference and the trip to
Tangerine Country Before last weekend it
seemed almost academic that the Falcons
were going to finish on top.
Now. after Kent's stunning victory over
Miami Saturday, the title picture has taken
another course.
"I'm genuinely worried," Seemann finally
conceded. "There's nothing we can do. We
had our chance and blew it (when Kent beat

"This is the most boring
game I've ever been to,"
said a veteran football
observer.
His reaction to the
Bowling Green-Dayton football game couldn t be more
accurate.
The 5-0 score would have
been appropriate for baseball, soccer, or even hockey
But not football
EVEN THE PLAYERS
appeared
unenthusiaslic
about the contest. The
Falcons were so anxious and
excited to play that they
even got caught napping
before the opening kirk-off
and were penalized 15 yards
for delay of the game.
If that wasn't enough, the
Falcons even decided to
catch a few winks during the
game and were assessed two
more delay of game
penalities. these only five
yards each.
Meanwhile, the fans decided that last week's
efforts at a world toilet
paper throwing mark
weren't successful, so they
decided to try it again.
UNFORTUNATELY
THERE wasn't much
excitement in the game to
require a toilet tissue toss.
Consequently, while
Bowling Green and Dayton
were proving how exciting a
defensive battle can really
be. the spectators decided to
create a game of their own

It was called, "toss the
tissue "
This year's BG-Dayton
game even outdid last year's
splendid performance.
For those of you who
missed last year's affair at
Dayton, you're lucky The
Falcons lost that one 26-16 in
the rain.
ONE CONSOLATION
about this season's barnburner was the lack of precipitation.
However, the 1972 BGDayton clash had its advantages. Where else could
11.729 persons be found
sleeping in one place on a

Saturday afternoon?
Maybe the filmmakers in
Hollywood should buy the
game films and put it to the
tune of Brahms' Lullaby
Saturday's game was
almost as exciting as
watching concrete hardening or grass growing.
As BG coach Don Nehlen
said in a post-game press
conference.
"Defensively
we were out of sight.''
He's right. The Falcon
defense was out of sight. Unfortunately, none of the
spectators saw the Orange
Crush crew They were too
busy chugging wine and
falling asleep afterwards.

t^TWO PAIR of EARRING^1
W
- FREE ^
/g^ With Purchase of any 2 Pair
Mr. Mushroom Says:

^Zen has my sale on!
over 600 pairs to choose from!
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Mlnl-strobe candles
.25
Canvas Army tot* bags
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Large) Backpacks
3.85
Starling sllvar bands
1.00
Bamboo cigarette holders
.49
Hendrlx Pastors • Drip candlos
ZEN (formerly Purple Mushroom)
904LWooster
Next fo TO.'s Across from Kohl
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SOPHOMORE defensive
back Alonzo Curry intercepted a pass and returned it
80 yards for a touchdown in
the third period to give the
Flashes their final edge
"That was the turning
point." said Kent coach Don
James. "Up until then.
Miami had the momentum
and was moving the ball.
They ran 22 straight
offensive plays, excluding
the extra point kick."
The Redskins, dropping to
6-3 overall and 2-3 in the conference, scored their only
touchdown in the first period
as freshman Sherman Smith
swept end for four yards
Fullback Chris Brockmeyer.
who picked up 129 yards in 19
carries, set up the score

with a 54-yard run on a
sweep.
AFTER MIAMI took a 7-0
first-period lead. Hall and
Pinkel teamed up in the
second period to give Kent a
14-7 halftime bulge
A Dave Graham field goal
made it 14-10 before Curry
made his game-breaking
interception return for Kent.
The Flashes held Miami's
Bob Hitchens to 78 yards
rushing on 27 carries. Late
in the game. Hitchens was
stopped just inches short of
the goal line.
"Miami was wearing our
defense down." James said.
'The big lift came when we
stopped them on the threeinch line or whatever it was.
It was a great lift
James, who considers the
championship game against
Toledo this weekend a'' tossup." said, it feels good.
But until you win it's not
won. If we don't win. it will
only be 23 years that Kent
hasn't won a championship."

••••••*********
The Sisters of

KAPPA DELTA
are proud of their
seven new initiates

Hurry
Over!

also
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The Flashes, who finished
last in the MAC the last two
seasons, pushed their conference mark to 3-1 and can
win the title by either
beating or tying Toledo next
week in Kent.

/^
■^

Debbi Ciistar
Liz Gall
Cindy Rackey
Laurie Schloss
Sue Schowalter
Laurie Thomas
Treva Wright
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